Kindergarten Make & Take
Spring Quarter, 2017

Each learner needs his own make and take book with all the projects reserved for him. If he must
be absent, see that he gets his copy of the Bible stories leaflet and the make and take page. Provide
extra copies to keep in the classroom for occasional visitors and new members who join your class.
The two sticker pages in the center of the book provide full-color add-ons for most of the projects.
Printed instructions for completing the projects are on each page with suggestions for using them
printed below.

Lesson 1
Jesus Helps a Sick Woman

March 5, 2017

Children enjoy making puppets of any kind. These
stand alone for learners to use in applying the Bible
principle of the lesson. Let the learner color the puppets before he cuts them out. The dotted line margin
around the puppets gives the child that is learning
how to manipulate the scissors a border in which to
work. Use a craft knife to cut the slits. A child may
not have muscle control to cut around the tabs, so
offer to cut those for him. If they accidentally get
snipped off, tape the puppet edges together. Let learners take turns sharing pretend stories with the
puppets.
Lesson 2
Jesus Helps a Crippled Man

March 12, 2017

If one of your learners has worn a cast to let a broken
bone heal, talk with him about it while he colors the
project. Talk about what might have happened to the
boy in the picture to require a cast for his leg. God
made our bodies with the wonderful ability to heal if
given good conditions for mending. Discuss how we
may help someone who has a cast or for some other
reason must use a wheelchair. Add the sticker after
completing the coloring.
Lesson 3
Jesus Helps a Blind Man

March 19, 2017

There was no doubt in Bartimaeus’ mind that Jesus
could heal his blindness. He trusted Jesus to help
him as he called out loudly to get Jesus’ attention. We
can have confidence in Jesus’ help with daily matters
of life like those listed on the picture wheel for this
project. Children may not cut as exact as you would
like to see, but remember they are developing skills
through practice. Parents are glad to see the abilities
their children show through projects completed themselves. Finish a wheel to use as a sample.

Lesson 4
Jesus Helps a Little Girl

March 26, 2017

The boy and girl on the seesaw will move up and
down when the bottom picture is cut out and attached
over the stand with a brass fastener. Trim the top section along the solid line to make a smooth edge. Make
up a tune for the memory verse words. Sing it as the
seesaw moves up and down.
Lesson 5
Jesus Died for Me

April 2, 2017

Some learners are spiritually mature enough to recognize themselves as sinners for whom Jesus died.
Be alert for children who express a need to talk about
receiving God’s gift of eternal life. When they know
for sure they need forgiveness to go to Heaven, then
is the time to ask God for it. This project provides an
excellent opportunity for stressing salvation.
Lesson 6
Jesus Lives Again

April 9, 2017

Celebrating Jesus’ resurrection is the purpose behind
Christians worshiping on Sunday. He came back to
life on the first day of the week, and Christians began
meeting for worship and spiritual growth on that day.
Learners should easily cut on the straight lines of the
card. Show them how to fold the corners to meet the
center. Add the stickers to complete the project.
Lesson 7
Jesus Goes Back to Heaven

April 16, 2017

Become familiar with how to do this lesson reminder
before sharing it with the learners. Color the picture and
add the sticker of Jesus. Add a thin layer of cotton to the
cloud. Give a single cotton ball to the learner to stretch
to cover the cloud or provide a small piece of cotton
batting. Fold line A to the back; fold line B forward.

Jesus talked to His disciples about the work He
wanted His church to do. He promised God’s power
of the Holy Spirit to help them do God’s work. Then
Jesus began rising to Heaven. (Open the fold to show
Jesus’ going up.) Jesus went back to Heaven. He is
making a place there for us to live someday.
Lesson 8
Jesus Loves Little Children

April 23, 2017

Let learners color the puppet stage first. Give them
the puppet sticker with the ponytails snipped off for
boys. You may reinforce the puppets to make them
last longer. Stick them to thin cardboard and trim
around puppet figure. Punch out the finger holes.
Invite learners to pretend to be children of Bible
times as they walk along the path to go see Jesus.
Lesson 9
April 30, 2017
Jesus Gave Us Two Good Rules
Making a sunshine picture reminds us to let the love
of God shine through our lives. Poke just the point of
the pencil through the paper to make a small hole at
each of the dots. Follow instructions with the project for making one to show before the boys and girls
begin working on them. Make the frame by folding a
1'' border forward all around the outer edges of the
design. Crease the corners diagonally to help the
frame to stand up. Tape the designs over a window to
allow the light to filter through.
Lesson 10
Jesus Forgave Zacchaeus

May 7, 2017

This project makes a good teaching aid. Have learners color the tree and road. The learners will enjoy
retelling the Bible story using the project to illustrate
it. Remove the sticker. Stick it to a piece of paper to
reinforce the figure. Cut out around it. Getting the
Zacchaeus figure taped to the string without making
it permanent is the secret. It is not difficult. Have
patience while assembling your sample so you can
more effectively guide the children in making theirs.
Here is a little trick: put a very small piece of tape
in the center over the other adhesive side of the tape
holding the Zacchaeus figure to the string. That provides a small section that is sticky free so the figure
can slide up and down the string without sticking.

Lesson 11
Jesus Forgave the Jailer

May 14, 2017

What a surprise the jailer had upon finding the prisoners had not escaped when the earthquake came.
Paul’s witness led the jailer to receive Jesus as
Savior. The message on the pinwheel is one every lost
person needs. Have prayer to ask God to help the boys
and girls witness to others with their pinwheels.
Lesson 12
May 21, 2017
Jesus Taught About Forgiveness
Learning to forgive over and over does not come easily
to most. It is a choice made because Jesus said to do
it. He knows what is best for us, and forgiveness certainly releases our bodies from the suffering of carrying grudges. Read aloud the real-to-life pretend story
about mother rabbit and her little girl in the material
of the teacher’s guide while learners color the picture.
Children understand that critters cannot think, talk
and reason as we do, but they communicate effectively. Boys and girls will relate to the truth expressed in
the story.
Lesson 13
Jesus Forgave His Enemies

May 28, 2017

Forgiving others frees our spirits and souls to have
sweet fellowship with the Father. The life application
reminder reflects that freedom. As long as nothing
obstructs the rocking action, it moves with a slight
touch. If you place an object in its path, however, it
will stop rocking. The bitterness of an unforgiving
spirit is like that object in our lives. It stops the freedom of forgiveness when we carry a grudge against
someone.
Precut the heavy broken line inside the circle since
it is more difficult for children to do. The solid line
across the circle is for folding only.

Certificate. Use a calligraphy pen to letter the
certificate for learners who earned the perfect
attendance certificate.
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Lesson 1
March 5, 2017
How are each of these people
helping make sick people well?

1. Color the puppets.
2. Cut out each figure.
3. Ask an adult to cut slits at the
two lines and cut around the
solid lines of the tabs.
4. Insert the tabs into the slits.
5. Think of a pretend story to tell
with the puppets.

Jesus Helps a Sick Woman

Lesson 2
March 12, 2017

Jesus Helps a Crippled Man

Brian knows Jesus loves him. Jesus is helping Brian’s broken leg to heal under the cast. The
cast keeps the bones from moving until they grow together again.

Color the picture. Add the sticker.

Lesson 5
April 2, 2017

Jesus Died for Me

Jesus came to earth to be
our Savior.
He died to pay the penalty
for our sins.
He gave His life for you because
He loves you that much.

Lesson 6
April 9, 2017

Jesus Lives Again

Share the joy of Jesus’ resurrection by giving someone this special card.
1. Cut out the card on the solid lines.
2. Fold all the corners to the center on broken lines.
3. Add the three stickers to the folded up corners.
4. Say the Bible verse to share the good news with someone.

Lesson 7
April 16, 2017

Jesus Goes Back to Heaven

“He was . . . carried up into heaven.” Luke 24:51
“I go to prepare a place for you.” John 14:2

Color the picture and add the sticker. Glue cotton over the cloud.
Fold back on line A. Fold forward on line B. Unfold to see Jesus going back to Heaven.

Lesson 8
April 23, 2017

Jesus Loves Little Children

fold

fold

Stick base
of disciple
figure here.

Finger Puppet
Act out the story of the children going to see Jesus with the finger puppet and disciple figure
from the sticker pages.
1. Color the scene on the front of this page.
2. Cut around the straight lines on the outer edges.
3. Fold the top section up.
4. Stick the disciple figure in the box shown.
5. Put your fingers through the holes in the puppet and walk it up the path to join the children around Jesus.

Kindergarten Stickers

